Mobeewave and IDEMIA extend partnership to deploy
secure mobile point of sale and fare validation across
Australia
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Mobeewave, a pioneer in contactless mobile card payment acceptance, and
IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, have announced an expansion of
their partnership to deploy NFC-enabled contactless payment acceptance and
validation on mobile devices across Australia.
The two companies have collaborated since 2017 to deliver a white-labelled mobile
point of sale (mPOS) application, leveraging IDEMIA’s world-leading Digital
Enablement Platform, for acquirers such as Commonwealth Bank of Australia, that
enables merchants to accept debit and credit payments by tapping contactless
cards and digital wallets onto NFC-enabled devices; without the need for dongles,
cables or additional hardware.
They have also developed a fare validation app allowing transit officers to validate
contactless payment fares using off-the-shelf devices. This has seen significant success with two hundred thousand
travellers validated since launch.

We’re excited to expand our strategic partnership with Mobeewave. Our companies are aligned
with our vision of driving frictionless and effortless payment acceptance and validation across
Australia. Through Mobeewave’s patented, PCI-compliant contactless payment processing
platform, and by leveraging our Digital Enablement Platform, we are paving the way for Australia
to be a world leader in frictionless, effortless and secure payment innovation.
James King, Senior Vice President of Sales and Global Markets, Digital Business Unit, IDEMIA

Bricks and mortar businesses are increasingly frustrated with the complexities of accepting
payments. Ninety-seven per cent of all Australian companies are micro and small businesses*,
and they have been underserved for far too long by the lack of easy, frictionless and affordable
card payment acceptance solutions. What’s more, together with IDEMIA, we have been able to
adapt our technology to provide public transport companies with a simple payment validation
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tool, driving innovation and simplicity across a variety of sectors. We look forward to broadening
the scope of our partnership with IDEMIA across Australia.
Benjamin du Haÿs, co-Founder, Mobeewave

*Source: https://www.asbfeo.gov.au/sites/default/files/Small_Business_Statistical_Report-Final.pdf

About us - IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted environment enabling citizens and
consumers alike to perform their daily critical activities (such as pay, connect and travel), in the physical as well as digital
space.
Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today. By standing for Augmented Identity, an
identity that ensures privacy and trust and guarantees secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions, we reinvent the
way we think, produce, use and protect one of our greatest assets – our identity – whether for individuals or for objects,
whenever and wherever security matters. We provide Augmented Identity for international clients from Financial,
Telecom, Identity, Public Security and IoT sectors.
With 13,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves clients in 180 countries.

About Mobeewave - Mobeewave is a global pioneer in contactless payment acceptance solutions. Its patented, PCIcompliant contactless payment processing platform, SDK and apps enable businesses to accept card payments on their
device, without the need for dongles, card readers and additional hardware.
With offices across four continents, and over 70 employees, Mobeewave provides fintech innovation to banks, payment
service providers, SaaS businesses, ISVs and marketplaces, as well as transit companies around the world. Find out more
at www.mobeewave.com.
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